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^ckground
l0r t meat tenderness problem recognized in many countries has led to an increased interest in developing efficient methods 
0ne nderness assessment. By efficient methods is here meant rapid, nondestructive and reliable measurement techniques. 
als sactl technique is near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, which has proven useful in the proximal analysis of meat, and has 
inter S'IOWn Promise in assessing tenderness of beef (Hlldrum et at . , 1994). A beef manufacturer will usually be more 
cut n ted .in w*iett1er a meat cut is unacceptably tough, acceptable or very tender, -than in the exact tenderness value of the 
r e c  tificatio n  methods are therefore more relevant for this purpose than quantitative calibration methods. Recently 
et  g , s irom the classification of beef sensory attributes using ultrasonic spectral features as input data was reported (Park 
aCcu’ 1995). Using 2 tenderness subgroups and a sensory score of 5.0 as threshold between the groups, a 75.0 % 

racy for muscle fiber tenderness and overall tenderness classification was obtained by neural-network modelling.

i^ rPose
S PUrP°se of this study was to examine classification techniques in predicting sensory tenderness of beef from NIR 

r°scopic analysis by 2 different classification methods.

S > . s  and Methods
W er^,Ss,'mL,s dorsi muscles from 30 Norwegian Red Cattle were removed 45 min after stunning. Loins from 20 carcasses 
aft6r COnd't'onec* *or 26 hours at 15 °C, chilled and aged for 7 days at 4 °C. The remaining 10 loins were chilled at 4 °C right 
acCorriXC'S'°n and aged for 7 days at 4 °C. Aftor 2, 7 and 14 days samples were taken for NIR and sensory analysis 
N0 r c j to procedures described by Hildrum etal. (1994). NIR reflectance spectra (InfraAlyzer 500, Bran & Luebbe Gmbh, 
S a ^ e d t , Germany) were obtained both on fresh, raw samples and on samples that had been frozen and thawed. 
- 40 ? pS f°r sensory analysis were heat treated at 70 °C for 50 min (30 samples) or 75 min (60 samples) and kept frozen at 

c . until the time of analysis. The samples were classified in 3 subgroups according to the sensory analysis, - one
®r°UD tenderness values 1.0-5.0 (tough), the second 5.0-6.5 (intermediate) and the third 6.5-9.0 (tender). Also a two- 
(tencleC\ a®? '̂cati°n was used, - tough below 5.0 and tender above 5.0. The sensory intensity scale was from 1 (tough) to 9 
distano '*1e class^cat'on methods used were based on 1; principal component regression (PCR) and 2; Mahalanobis 

,,eS 'n Pr'nc'Pa' component subspaces (MDC) (Mardia etal., 1979). For method 1, two different allocation rules were 
Cô  ’ norrnal" and "bias reduced". For method 2, the distances for each sample to each of the subgroup means were 
Were o Gd and samP̂ e allocated to the closest subgroup. Membership values for each sample for each of the subgroups 
CroSS-v° i lpirted from the distances as described by Naes and Hildrum (1995). Validation of the methods was done by full 
6̂rformwatl0n and dy se9m®nted cross-validation with all samples for each animal in one segment. Data analysis was 

USA) ed 'n the UNSCRAMBLER (Version 5.5, Camo AS, Trondheim, Norway) and in SA S (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC,

PH 15 and discussion
^ so rv ? 6 l0'ns ranged from t0 3-73, while sensory tenderness scores ranged from 1.85 to 8.24. PCR prediction of 
hQ and n demess irom NIR analVsis ° f f resh or frozen samples yielded multivariate correlation coefficients of 0.65 (6 
,resh a r ?-7g W PC), respectively (Fig. 1). The root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP), were 1.20 and 1.13, for the 
shoWs ,,d frozen sample models, respectively. The strong overlap between the 3 subgroups is evident from Fig. 1, which 
bV the d e predicted versus measured sensory tenderness values for fresh samples. Using the allocation rule indicated 
fQr fr6SL0tied lines ("normal"), the number of correct classifications were on average 63 % (random probability 33 %) both 
0̂lJgh/t and *rozen samPle measurements (Table 1). The percent correct classifications for the extreme subgroups 

â °oatlcfnder  ̂ were very 'ow’ hut very high for the intermediate group. The 3 subgroups classification using the "normal" 
9k>ups n ru'e was thus of little use. However, it is important to note that there was no overlap between the two extreme 

’ which means that the chance of misclassifylng a tender sample as tough was very small and vice versa.

jotŷ rpa a for the low percent correct classifications above in the extreme groups is that PCR did shrink all predictions 
Canter oi t*ie  data set Martens and Naes, 1989). This effect can be reduced by changing the allocation rule 

hotter |j bias") so that the group intervals of the ordinate axis in Fig. 1 are determined by the intersections between the 
s9baiw.nes Parallel to the abscissa and the regression line. This makes the percent correct classifications in the differentu9foupl

Co,
s more even (Table 1).

S R -  to the "normal" allocation rule based on PCR, MDC behaved differently as % correct classifications were lower 
trian i rmediate 9rouP than for the extreme subgroups. The membership values for the fresh samples are presented in 

% 1ap '9 e in Fig- 2, where the allocation regions for the three subgroups are separated by solid lines. Considerable 
existed between neighboring groups, but almost all misclassified extreme samples were close to the border of the
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correct group. There were no tough samples in the "tender" sector, while two tender samples are to be found in the "touah" 
sector of the figure.

Classification in 2 tenderness groups by PCR was examined using 5.0 as threshold value for tenderness (random 
probability 50 A). The average correct classifications now increased to 80 % using the "reduced bias' allocation rule with a 
higher correct classifications percentage for tender (83-85 %) than tough (66-76 %) samples.

Conclusions
Classification of beef sensory tenderness from NIR reflectance measurements on fresh or frozen meat samples has been 
studied by classification techniques based on PCR and MDC. There was considerable overlaps between neighbor qroups 
but seldom overlaps between extreme groups for the 3 group classifications. Average % correct classifications for models 
with 2 or 3 tenderness groups were in the ranges 78-81 % and 49-63 %, respectively. The percent correct classifications for 
the tender group (2 subgroups) were in the range 83-87 %. The classification results are highly dependent on the rules for 
allocation of samples into subgroups.
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Figure 2. Membership map for 90 fresh beef samples in the MDC 
tenderness classification ( •  tough; □  intermediate, E3 tender)

MEASURED TENDERNESS
Figure 1. PCR predicted versus measured tenderness for 90 fresh 
beef samples; with allocation into 3 subgroups ( «normal»
allocation rule;_________«bias corrected» allocation’rule;
_________ regression line)
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(PCR: Principal Component Regression; MDC: Mahalanobis Distances Classification)
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